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New School Leaders Take
Office By: Austin Jordan

Google Glass

By:Zack Smith

It is very likely that you have heard of Google
Glass, the future of eyewear. Google Glass are
augmented reality glasses which simply means that
the glasses have a display much like a smartphone
which allows you to go deeper into the world
around you. These glasses are capable of many cool
things such as taking and viewing pictures, calling
people, and looking at current events and weather.
Furthermore, people are discovering countless
applications for Google Glass and the possibilities
are endless.
Google Glass functions in two ways, a touchpad
on the side and voice control. The touchpad is used
to scroll through the photos, weather, and the many
other apps available. The much more awkward
option of voice control is activated by tilting your
head 30 degrees and saying OK, Google.

LOVE?
By: Austin Jordan
What is love? Webster’s dictionary says that love is a
strong affection for another arising out of kinship or
personal ties. According to The Bible it says that love is
unselfish, loyal, and benevolent intention and commitment
toward another person. The word agape is used for the
unconditional love of God.
One of the hardest things to do as Christians is to love
everybody. We find in Matthew 26:36-40 Jesus is asked
what is the most important commandment? Jesus responds
that love is the first and greatest commandment. If we are
able to love first we are able to follow all of God’s
commandments.
In this last point I want to each and everyone of you to
know that Jesus’ love is compassionate. Sometimes we
may think that God is sitting on his throne waiting for us
to mess up and smack us with a lightning bolt. In
actuality, God is on his throne waiting for us to speak to
him. He loves us so much that he knows how many pieces
of hair we have on our head.
Love is such a crucial and important part of
Christianity and our daily walk with God. Christianity is
not just a set of rules we live by, but it is a constant
relationship with God.
Remember love is a living thing. Have a blessed week
BA!
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New leaders were recently elected for our SGA. For
people who may not know, SGA stands for Student
Government Association.
This is a student body
government. In the senior class there is a president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer, and a chaplain. In the
olower grades a president and vice president are elected.
Their responsibilities and duties are to bring up issues and
concerns that the students have.
The main purpose for the SGA is to be the voice for the
students and report issues or concerns to the leaders of the
school.
As the new 12th grade president of SGA, I would like to
say, “I am so blessed and honored to hold this position. I
want to voice the opinions and concerns of the student
body. I know with the new SGA officials we will be able
to make the 2014-15 school year great and memorable

After activated, voice control is very useful
for searching the web, taking photos, or calling
people. In my opinion, both voice control and
the touchpad would be terribly awkward to use.
It would be much less awkward and probably
far more simple to pull out your smart phone to
accomplish your task.
Google has produced quite a few frame and
lens styles for every kind of person. Many of
them are just stylish and sort of feminine;
however, there is also an athletic style frame
and dark tinted lenses which are great for any
athlete or outdoorsman. That is of course if you
are willing to risk dropping and shattering your
new smart glasses.
Google Glass recently became available to
the public for the ridiculous price of $1,500.
However, a cheaper version is being built for
us more reasonable buyers.

Lunch Menu

Thursday, 9/11
Beef Tips and Rice, Okra, Bread
Friday, 9/12
Chicken and Rice, Green Beans, Bread
Monday, 9/15
Philly Steak, Fries
Tuesday, 9/16
Chicken Alfredo, Green Beans, Bread, Dessert
Wednesday, 9/17
Potluck
Thursday, 9/18
Crispitos, Nacho Cheese, Corn, Dessert

Rebekah Kitchens said as 10th grade president, “I
want to be a leader and take in all of my class's ideas
and represent them well. Also just to have a great
sophomore year.” In her final remarks she stated, “ I'd
like to be a leader and hopefully be president next
year.”
Amber Lumzy is the is the 10th grade vice
president, and she stated, “I want to accomplish that
our class become better and more mature as a whole. I
want them to take responsibility for themselves for the
years to come.”
Trevor Flack is the new leader for the 11th grade.
He said, “I want my class to be better than the seniors.
Also I want them to boost high morale."

Ask
Napoleon
Dynamite

Hey Napoleon I’ve had some trouble with bullying lately.
I’m afraid to tell a teacher because that usually makes
things worse, but me and a friend are considering taking
some self-defense classes. Any ideas on what I should do?
Anonymous
The key to avoid being bullied is flag pajama pants and
orange sunglasses. If you use some words like Rex Kwon
Do or PPP (Pedro’s Protection Program) while the bully is
around and he will definitely run away from you faster
than an inexperienced warlock runs away from a pack of
hungry ligers.
ND,
Hellooo Napoleeeon, dis is probably a different question
than your normal. I am a clergyman at an old spanish
orphanage. My duties generally involve feeding all zzz
little ninos. Unfortunately, I am never given any fresh
ingrrredients accepts some cheeeps. I have recently taken
up tag team wrestling to help raise money for zz childrens.
Although I have a desire to fight, God has made me a
really stinky warrior. If you have any advice that will get
me ready for the next fight it would be much appreciated.
Yours truly Nachooo

Movie Quote of
the Week
“Just once, I want my life to be like an 80’s
movie.”

Check
the
website!

Well wrestling is not my area of expertise. But I can do
some pretty sweet things with some nunchucks. In your
case, however, I would invest in some eagle eggs, to give
you eagle powers… Or pray to thee Lord for strength.

bessemeracademy.com

Shout-Outs
By: Tori Spain
Send a shout-out to friends, classmates, teachers, or coaches!
There's a box on top of the newspaper stand in the hallway. Guys,
DO NOT forget to put your name or a name you would like to be
recognized as on your shout-out.
(Ex. Tori Spain or vpain)

Susan to ChaseI love you so much and I cannot wait to watch
you play against Lee Scott this Friday night.
Love you!
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Gamer's Corner: Metal Gear V- The Phantom Pain
By: Garrett Moore
Well-known video game director Hideo Kojima and
his studio, Kojima Productions, are in development of
the next entry in his MGS series, Metal Gear Solid V:
The Phantom Pain.
First announced as simply The Phantom Pain at
Spike’s 2012 Video Game Awards, many were
anticipating a new game from a new studio. The video
was very cryptic, but skeptics found the star of the trailer
(who is never clearly shown) to bear great resemblance
to a main character from the MGS series. Before long,
Kojima Productions revealed they were behind the
trailer and formally announced Metal Gear Solid V.

BradlyKeep it gucci Lowell
MacieRachel, I hate you <3
Cody PonderShout out to Lowell and Zack my best buds.
Ready for some college football and fishing.
ROLL TIDE. SENIORS 2015!
Anonymous to Anna B.Imma beat you up!
Katie B. to Lowell B.I like your booty ;)
Erin H.Shoutout to my SQUAD, yall keep it trill
AnonymousS/O to Austin Jordan for winning SGA
president & for a great message in FCA (:
Miss G44 days til i get married! (:
The Man in the Mirror to Billie Jean-

You’re not my lover
AnonymousThe seniors will win the spirit stick every
pep rally!!

Teacher September Birthdays
By: Katie O'Donnell

Jeremy Perkins-15th
Kathy Diggins-18th
Tara Brown-22nd
Nedra Davis- 29th

.

Student September Birthdays
By: PJ Garrett

16- Jackson F. Carpenter
18- Anna G. Bedford
21- Brittney R. Curren
22- Dalton A. May, Madelyn E. Leverette
24- Matthew Rouse
24- Ella Raegan Phillips
26- Lana G. Mangione
27- Kolton L. Hudgins
28- Matthew L. Barnes, Erin L. Harrison, Akyia J.Peoples

The game was decided to be released in two parts:
Ground Zeroes and The Phantom Pain. Ground Zeroes is
short and inexpensive, serving to familiarize players and
fans to the many changes in the series. The game’s
perspective is a close third-person view, far from
previous games’ isometric, overhead views. As such,

the controls are greatly modified for this purpose and
include many ways to sneak and perform hand-tohand combat.
Another big change is actor Kiefer Sutherland
providing the voice for the main character, Big Boss.
Fans were upset to learn David Hayter, the iconic
voice of the character and Solid Snake (the other star
of the series) would not be returning to the role.
Ground Zeroes provides one main mission taking
place in a small Cuban military base; it acts as a
prologue and sets up the story for The Phantom Pain.
Among the optional missions unlocked are a whatif story starring a previous character and another
which is a throwback to 1998’s Metal Gear Solid. Tpp
will be set in the Middle Eastern desert in an openworld setting, allowing players to travel between
many bases and use vehicles, a first for the series. The
full game also promises players to bridge the story
between the earliest adventures of Big Boss and how
he turns from hero to villain by the time of the first
Metal Gear games. Pre Release trailers feature
intriguing new characters and recognized ones in
unexplored time periods to convey the series’
trademark political and philosophical stories
Ground Zeroes were released for PS3, PS4, Xbox
360, and Xbox One on March 18, 2014. The Phantom
Pain is slated to release for these same systems Q4
2014/Q1 2015. Both games have been recently
announced as also being developed for the PC, with
no release dates given.

H

ello Ladies! this column is a weekly
reminder to pay attention to your makeup! This
column will also give advice, tips, and the
honest truth.
So many girls have ask me about how I do my
face makeup and how to contour. Sorry ladies,
contouring is a completely different subject, and
I will being doing a column solely devoted to
contouring and highlighting. Anyways, back to
the face, your face! Many girls ask all kinds of
questions like what foundation to use for oily,
dry, or combination skin. Well girls I have an
answer!
Dry skin:
Mac face and body- $27
L'oreal True-match Lumi-$13
These foundations also need primer unless you
want your foundation to cake up throughout the
day. I recommend that you use L'oreal Lumi
primer for anyone with dry skin because it gives
a dewy finish.

Your Face
By: Casey Burnette

Combination skin:
Mac Prolongwear-$31
Clinique Acne Solutions-$27
Revlon Colorstay Whipped Foundation$11
Elf Acne Fighting Solution-$6
These foundations do need primers, but
you can use whatever kind you like based
on the finish you want to achieve. For a
more dewy finish, L'oreal Lumi primer,
and for a more matte finish, Maybelline
Baby Skin or Benefit Porefessionals.
Oily skin:
Mac Matchmaster-$33
L'oreal Magic nude-$13
These foundations do not necessarily need
a primer, but my philosophy is “don’t
prime, don't apply.” No, it isn't a rhyming
saying, but it is my rule. Why do they not
need primers? Both of these foundations
have powder particles in their formulas to
absorb the oil on your skin.

Have you seen our new websites?????

www.bessemeracademy.com
www.bessemerathletics.com

bessemeracademy.com
bessemeracademy.com

Random Student

TheRebel
RebelWeekly
Weekly
The

Kress Korner

By: PJ & JB

Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
WHY DID YALL PICK ME!! Because he stocks up.

Why do you feet smell and your nose runs?
Because your feet ran away from your nose.

Last week's random student was...

Noah
WildER
Correction: Last week's
random student's name was
misspelled. Our apologies to
Bradly Cottingham

" King Kress"

By: Tyler Carroll

First and foremost, Coach Kress continues to be an amazing individual. Our first question
was what he thought about last weeks game against Kingwood and this week’s game against
Lee Scott. Kress replies that Kingwood “was a great victory with much needed
improvement;” furthermore, he has the utmost respect for head coach Maddox, and Lee
Scott will be another region test.
When asked whether he would rather be attacked by a shark or alligator he chose alligator
saying, “because I can wrastle them!”

How do you know when you have run out of invisible ink?
WHAT? Is that a real question? Ion kno cause the ink is not
writing.

Why is "abbreviated" such a long word?
Because its FRENCH duhhhhh!
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Coach Kress’ favorite candy is Reese’s Cups, and without hesitaion he replied “cause I
can tear em up!” Curious we asked Kress if he had ever been to Disney World. Unfortunately he said no; on the other hand,
when asked about the update on his relationship status he said, “no comment.”
Finally, Kress said his favorite childhood memory was playing catch with his dad.

Movie Review: The Giver

By: Walker Payne

The Giver was an amazing movie. Coach Spurgeon's classes took a field trip
recently to see it together. If you liked the book you will love the movie.
Jonas, played by Brenton Twaites, lives in a man-made utopia of conformity and
contentment. When he is summoned to the Giver to be given his life assignment, he
has no idea that he would be the new Receiver of Memory. Soon he will begin to
understand the dark secrets of his community and its fragile existence. The Giver
was directed by Phillip Noyce. It was released in theaters on August 15, 2014. The
film is rated PG-13. On opening weekend the Box Office made over $12 million in
the U.S

Would you like to contribute to The Weekly Rebel? We are accepting
submissionsfrom any student who would like to write for us! Just see Mrs.
Ludvik in room 13. We especiallyneed writers from middle school and updates
from JV sports.
Animal of the Week: Kinkajou

HairyMuch?
Much?By: McKenzie
By: McKenzie
Ludvik
Hairy
Ludvik

By: Cole Morgan
This week’s extremely interesting animal is the Kinkajou. This animal
appears to be a primate, but in reality, it is fairly related to the racoon. The
kinkajou is about 19 inches long (not including the tail) and it weighs 3-7
pounds.
Another name for the kinkajou is the honey bear. This name was given to
this animal because it raids bee hives for honey. The kinkajou uses its long
skinny tongue to slurp the honey out of the bee hive. The kinkajou also preys
upon fruits and small mammals.
The kinkajou resides in holes in trees. They are a nocturnal animal, which
means they hunt and explore at night. These animals form treetop groups in
which they vocalize and groom each other. A group of kinkajous is called a
troop. For instance, one would say, “Oh look, there is the local troop of
Kinkajous!” Hobbies of this animal include hanging upside down from trees
and using their large tail as a cozy blanket whilst taking naps.

Teacher
of Week:
the Week:
Ms. Reach
Teacher
of the
Ms. Reach
By: Katie O'Donnell
By: Katie O'Donnell

High schoolers complain about pimples, how big our noses look, or
the bags under our eyes. But how would you feel if your entire face and
large parts of your body were covered in hair?
The hairiest teenager is Supatra "Nat" Sasuphan according to the
“Ferriman Gallwey” method of evaluation of Hirsutism (condition of
unwanted, male-pattern hair growth in women; Hirsutism results in
excessive amounts of stiff and pigmented hair on body areas). She was
measured on the set of Lo Show dei Record in Rome, Italy, on 4 March
2010.
Meeting Nat was one of the many highlights of the show for onscreen adjudicator, Marco Frigatti. "She's a remarkable little girl," says
Marco. "She's proud of who she is and wants to be treated just like
everyone else. She's not the one with the problem - it's only those who
treat her differently who've got the problem."
Nat agrees with this statement. "I don't feel any different to anyone
else, and I've got lots of friends at school."
Now a celebrity from her excessive amount of hair, she's starting to
enjoy her fame, and was thrilled by the chance to visit a foreign country
for a new experience. "It's really fun and exciting," she told us, "and it's
my first time on a plane. I've never been outside Thailand."
But her most exciting experience was the moment she was crowned
Hairiest Child. "Being hairy makes me special," she said, adding: "This
the happiest day of my life!"
I asked a student a few questions about how he would feel being the
hariest teenager alive. Mike Williams replied, “Terrible, absolutely
terrible.”
When asked about everyday life, he responded with “It would be full
of people laughing and staring, all that stuff.”
I asked him if he could live and be happy. “Yeah, I could live like
that. But no, I would not be happy. Not at all.”

Where did you attend college?
BA Samford University, with a double major in English and spanish; University of Montevallo in supervision with emphasis in
English; AA certification-4. of AL in supervision
Did you enjoy college?
Yes, although I did not live on campus, I worked in the math department so I spent a lot of time on campus. I especially
enjoyed Samford’s theater productions and Step Sing.
What brought you to Bessemer Academy?
Eight years ago, Mrs. Kelly asked me to sub/fill-in for three weeks until she could find a teacher. I don’t think she is still
looking!
Did you always want to teach school?
Yes, my 6th and 7th grade teachers were great role models, and I wanted to be like them.
What is your favorite thing about Bessemer Academy?
The family atmosphere at BA is unique.
Do you think that Bessemer Academy has improved since you began teaching here?
Definitely! The curriculum has been upgraded with honors courses; additional technology makes us competitive with public
schools.
If you could have one superpower, what would it be?
Everyone would be able to write a well-developed 5-paragraph essay by the 6th grade. If this happened, we would all become
better communicators-the key to solving so many of today’s problems. Good verbal skills go hand-in-hand with good writing
skills.

Seniors !

It's time to be visiting colleges!

Check the websites of schools you are interested in, and
sign up for their preview days. Most colleges have them
on Saturdays. If you are college-bound, be sure to check
out the scholarships available on the school website
www.bessemeracademy.com

bessemeracademy.com
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Football Stats FINAL: BA 46 Kingwood 6- By: Joshua Boles

See the new
athletic
website for
photos
and rosters!

